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Abstract: In the last couple of decades, numerous energy management strategies have been devised
to mitigate the effects of greenhouse gas emission, hence introducing the concept of microgrids. In a
microgrid, distributed energy generators are used. Microgrid enables a point which ameliorates in
exchanging power with the main grid during different times of day. Based on the system constraints,
in this work, we aim to efficiently minimize the operating cost of the microgrid and shave the
power consumption peaks. For this purpose, we introduce an improved binary bat (iBBat) algorithm
which helps to schedule the load demand of smart homes and energy generation from distributed
generator of microgrid to the load demand and supply. The proposed energy management algorithm
is applied to both grid-connected and islanded modes of the microgrid. The constraints imposed
on the algorithm ensure that the load of electricity consumer does not escalate during peak hours.
The simulation results are compared with BBat and binary flower pollination algorithm, which
validate that the iBBat reflects substantial reduction in operating cost of microgrid. Moreover, results
also show a phenomenal reduction in the peak-to-average ratio of load demand from main the
main grid.

Keywords: microgrid; demand side management; renewable energy sources; iBBat

1. Introduction

Every year, an increase in energy consumption has been observed and hence numerous challenges
must be tackled such as harmful effects of non-renewable energy sources (N-RES), depletion of energy
reserves and controlling energy consumption pattern of consumers etc. As stated in [1], N-RESs are a
trivial cause of environment pollution. As a matter of fact, N-RESs are the main cause of greenhouse
gas emission around the world [2]. To provide a solution of the above-mentioned problem, a strategy is
required that employs RESs and manage the electricity demand and supply efficiently. For this purpose,
the development of distributed generators (DGs) is required which helps to generate electricity through
renewable resources. To establish and maintain a sustainable alliance between DGs and the upstream
utility grid, the concept of microgrid came into existence. It integrates DGs and energy storage systems
(ESSs) to fulfill the demand of users and ensures the provision of electricity on a small scale. It can
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operate in two modes: grid-connected and island modes. In a grid-connected mode it sells the surplus
energy to main grid and buys from it when its energy generation is less than the demand. In this mode
microgrid is always connected to main grid. On the other hand, an island mode is useful mostly in
cases when power supply is interrupted due to the detection of any fault in the grid or in regions
such as Russia, where 60% of the territories are not connected to the utility due to their geographical
positions [3]. In this case, the connection between microgrid and main grid is terminated.

Optimally scheduling the microgrid resources has become a hot research topic from a couple of
years. Devising a strategy for managing energy also puts a great impact to optimize the generation
pattern of the microgrid in either of its modes. The authors in [4] noticed the large integration of
RESs in the microgrid due to which the use of ESS dramatically increased. For this purpose, the
authors introduced a bat algorithm to develop corrective strategies to perform least cost dispatches.
The authors in [5] employed flower pollination algorithm (FPA) to schedule home appliances to balance
the load demand of consumer for demand side management (DSM). Moreover, they put emphasis
on the reduction of peak-to-average ratio (PAR) and electricity cost. Zhang et al. [6] introduced a
method which helps to schedule the microgrid resources. For this purpose, they proposed a hybrid
optimization algorithm. Muhammad et al. [7] introduced an architecture which integrates RESs. A
mix-mode energy management strategy is introduced in [8]. It also presents a battery sizing method
which helps to operate the microgrid with a minimum operating cost.

The power mix generation has a great impact on the cross-country relationships. The authors
in [9] presented a set of policy recommendations for the market design of a future European electricity
system. They incorporate the dominant share of RESs in line with the stated targets of the European
government. Moreover, their analysis covered the interconnection, ESS, distribution generation and
network tariffs. In [10], the authors focused on the effects of electricity market on the dynamics of
France and Germany. The impact of German solar and wind power on both market power and prices
in the French wholesale market is estimated. The deployment of RESs heavily and directly effects
the power as well as the market prices. The integration of RESs has significant impacts on the power
price dynamics of the cross-border by reducing the prices and the level of market power. It has been
widely accepted that the integration of RESs in the microgrid is a classical solution to the market
power problem. However, their deployment is costly and difficult. Since the RESs account for a large
share in the spot market. Hence, any change in the spot market affects the market power. In [11],
the authors focused on the impacts of high penetration of RESs in the grid. They have identified the
problem that the integration of RESs often indirectly increases the market power fostering congestion
problem. Hence, it is not suitable to fully rely on the RESs due to their intermittent nature and energy
is exchanged from utility grid in different times of a day. Moreover, the impact of RES on the utility is
a different issue which needs to be tackled.

In [12], authors propose a hybrid algorithm for power generation scheduling of traditional
generators, RES, battery storage and electric vehicle (EV). Furthermore, a microgrid connected system
is presented in [13] for controlling distributed energy resources (DERs). They present an improved
ABC (IABC) algorithm to perform the required operation. In [14], a system is presented for microgrids
which reduces the net emission and generation cost. However, they did not consider any mechanism
to reduce the PAR. In [15], a robust optimization method is suggested for the optimal flow of microgrid
power. In [16], the authors designed a fuzzy logic–based energy managing system for a grid-connected
microgrid of a residential area. Due to high complexity of fuzzy rules, fuzzy logic-based solutions are
not capable of incorporating real-time dynamics of an energy management system (EMS). The authors
in [17] modeled and verified a supervisory EMS by formulating the invariants for possible mode
change in a microgrid system. Furthermore, the work presented in [18], introduced a mixed integer
linear programming (MILP) model. It helps to schedule loads at the premises of consumer. However,
the authors did not consider the integration of RESs which can further help to achieve their desired
objectives. In [19], a home EMS is proposed. However, the operating cost of energy supply resources
is calculated. The authors in [20], presented an energy management controller using three heuristic
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techniques to minimize the energy consumption and maximize user comfort. Their proposed model
also integrates RESs; however, the operating and maintenance cost of RES is calculated. The authors
in [21] proposed an energy management strategy for microgrid using enhanced bee colony optimization
technique. They aim at minimizing the operating cost of microgrid. Here, we noticed that the load
demand curve has more load on high peak hours as compared to the load on low peak hours.
This means that no DSM strategy is implemented at consumers’ end, which needs to be considered.
The authors in [22] presented a microgrid model which integrated photovoltaic (PV) panel, energy
storage system (ESS) to manage the load of a building. In our previous work [23], we have proposed
an EMS for a residential area. However, there is a need to further optimize energy consumption and
generation patterns.

Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, none of the research works consider to schedule the load at
the consumption as well as generation side at the same time which plays an important role in reducing
the peak load and electricity generation and consumption costs. Considering the aforementioned
limitations, we mainly focus on managing the energy sources of microgrid. As illustrated in Figure 1,
the microgrid helps to locally provide energy to satisfy the load demand of a residential area.
The residential area considered in our work consists of ‘n’ number of homes with fixed and shiftable
appliances. The energy consumption of each home varies with respect to the factors such as residents’
living habits, electrical appliances and the type of household. In our work, the ESS is being charged
when the surplus energy is available and discharged when the DGs cannot generate enough power to
satisfy consumers’ demand. We prioritize to fulfill load demand using microgrid, and in case it fails to
satisfy the overall load demand, the remaining load demand is satisfied through buying electricity
from the main grid. In case, when microgrid produces more energy than the required at a specific time
interval, the excessive power is sold back to the main grid.

In this paper, the electricity load at consumers side is optimized using binary bat (BBat) algorithm
and binary FPA (BFPA). We have also proposed a novel algorithm and named it as improved BBat
(iBBat) algorithm. The BBat algorithm is influenced by the echolocation nature of bats which helps to
search the feasible search space. To strengthen the population evolution and the optimization of control
parameters, we improve the BBat algorithm by comparing it with BFPA. The BBat has the advantage
of quick convergence and easy implementation, but the quick convergence may lead to the lack of
accuracy of solutions in high dimension search spaces [24]. We know that the energy management
of residential area and the microgrid is a complex problem with multiple constraints. In the iBBat
algorithm, we embed the self-adaptive and repulsive factor [21] in the flying behavior of the bats which
increases the search efficiency and accuracy of solutions in high dimensions. The proposed algorithm
helps to efficiently schedule the appliances of a residential area and the DGs of a microgrid in a way
to reduce the operating cost. The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is proved by comparing its
performance with BBat [24] and BFPA [25]. The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• In this paper, we have scheduled the energy consumption and generation using BFPA and BBat
algorithms. We have also proposed iBBat algorithm for efficient scheduling of energy consumption
at consumers’ side and as well as generation at microgrid side.

• The operating cost of energy generators at grid side is reduced along with the energy consumption
cost at users’ side. Moreover, PAR of load demand from main grid is also reduced.

• The scheduling results of BFPA, BBAT and our proposed iBBAT are compared and depicted in
simulation section of this paper.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 elaborates the mathematical modeling.
The system methodology is discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, the proposed algorithm is discussed.
Section 5 contains results and discussions. Section 6 concludes the work.
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Figure 1. The proposed energy management strategy for viable microgrid modes.

2. Mathematical Modeling

The proposed system is formulated to acquire the schedules of smart appliances, DERs and
ESS to economically satisfy the consumers’ demand. For this purpose, we present the mathematical
formulation in the following section:

2.1. Power Consumption Peak Minimization

We have formulated the DSM using the peak shaving technique. This technique helps to trim the
peaks and shift load to low peak hours.

y1 = min(
T

∑
t=1

LD(t)) (1a)

LD(t) ≤ λth ∀ t ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., T} (1b)

tα ≤ t ≤ tβ (1c)

ςsa, ς f aε[1, 0] (1d)

The objective function is given in Equation (1a) which minimizes the maximum load demand LD
at each time interval ‘t’. The first constraint represents that the load limit in a time interval should not
exceed a specified threshold λth. However, the constraints (1c) and (1d) show the schedulable time
limit and ON/OFF status of fixed ς f a and shiftable ςsa appliances.

2.2. Operating Cost Minimization: Grid-Connected Mode

The function which minimizes the operational cost of the microgrid is given in Equation (2) [14]

y2 = min
T

∑
t=1
{

NG

∑
i=1

[svi(t) · Pgen,i(t)(Bgen,i(t) + Mc,i)] · ··

+Sgen,i.svi +
NES

∑
j=1

[Pst,j(t) · Bst,j(t)] + Pu(t) · Bu(t)}
(2a)

LD(t) =
NG

∑
i=1

Pgen,i(t) +
NES

∑
j=1

Pst,j(t) + Pu(t) (2b)

Pmin
gen,i ≤ Pgen,i(t) ≤ Pmax

gen,i (2c)
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Pmin
ex ≤ Pex(t) ≤ Pmax

ex (2d)

−ηCP(t) ≤ Bch
max (2e)

P(t)
ηD
≤ Bdis

max (2f)

In Equation (2a), svi denotes the state vector demonstrating ON/OFF state of DGs and Sgen,i
represents the Startup/Shutdown cost of ith generator. However, the maintenance cost of the DGs is
represented by Mc,i. The constraint (2b) represents the power balance between the demand and the
supply. The right side of this equation denotes the power generated from DGs Pgen,i, storage system
Pst,j and the utility grid Pu. The minimum Pmin

gen and maximum power generation Pmax
gen of generators

and the power exchange Pex between the microgrid and the utility is represented by the constraints (2c)
and (2d), respectively. The constraints (2e) and (2f) represent the charging Bch

max and discharging Bdis
max

states of the ESS.

2.3. Operating Cost Minimization: Islanded Mode

In island mode, the total operating cost includes: the cost of power generation, maintenance
and start up/shut down cost of DERs irrespective of the power exchange between microgrid and
utility [14].

y3 = min
T

∑
t=1
{

NG

∑
i=1

[svi(t) · Pgen,i(t)(Bgen,i(t) + Mc,i)] · ··

+Sgen,i.svi +
NES

∑
j=1

[Pst,j(t) · Bst,j(t)]}
(3a)

LD(t) =
NG

∑
i=1

Pgen,i(t) +
NES

∑
j=1

Pst,j(t) (3b)

Pex(t) = 0 (3c)

3. System Methodology

In this section, an efficient strategy to optimize energy consumption and generation patterns of
considered premises of users and a microgrid, respectively, is addressed as illustrated in Figure 1.
The core idea behind this strategy is to reduce the power consumption peaks. The system model
mainly constitutes three main parts, which includes residential scheduler, MG scheduler and the main
utility grid. The residential scheduler is responsible to control and optimize the load demand of the
energy consumers for all premises. However, MG scheduler schedules the DERs of the microgrid in
response to the load demand received at time ‘t’. With the help of the point of common coupling (PCC),
the microgrid and the utility can exchange the power to fulfill the load demand. The surplus power
of microgrid is sold back to the grid using current pricing rates. The microgrid can operate in two
modes: grid-connected mode and islanded mode. Moreover, when the grid condition is jeopardized
or when electricity is not provided in isolated regions, the microgrid will change its optimization
strategy accordingly and operate in the islanded mode. In the islanded mode, the scheduler focuses on
providing a stable power supply to the residents while considering the economic criteria. The power
from the microgrid is generated in response to the consumers’ demand. Due to operating independent
of the utility grid, a dedicated energy resource is required to assure continuous power supply. Due to
the irregular nature of RESs, the micro turbine (MT) and FC are more prioritized to provide a reliable
power supply. It defines constraints both to work with their maximum capacities for ensuring a
continuous power supply. The microgrid scheduler acquires the ON/OFF state of the DG sources in a
way to minimize the operating cost. The rest of the DERs are turned on by the scheduler depending on
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the load in that specific time interval. Table 1 represents the comparison of our proposed work with
the existing work from the literature.

Table 1. Comparison of the system model with existing work in the literature.

Authors DSM Strategy Power Generation Scheduling Microgrid Modes

Motevasel et al. [14] � Grid-Connected
Zhang et al. [18] � Grid-Connected
Lin et al. [21] � Grid-connected & Islanded Modes
Galvan et al. [22] � Grid-Connected
Samia et al. [23] � Grid-Connected
Proposed work � � Grid-Connected & Islanded Modes

3.1. Microgrid Components

To manage energy, the mathematical models of MT, fuel cell (FC), PV and ESS are essential [21].

3.1.1. Modeling of the WT

A wind turbine (WT) helps to generate energy from RESs. The wind energy is extracted and
converted into mechanical power. The WT power PWT is generated using the following equation [21]:

PWT =
1
2

v3
WTCp(λ, θ)ρAWT (4)

In this equation, the variable vWT represents the speed of the WT, Cp(λ, θ) represents the
co-efficient of the WT with respect to the tip ratio and pitch angles of the WT’s blades.

3.1.2. Modeling of the PV

With the help of PVs, light can be converted into electricity employing semi-conducting materials.
The power of PV can be calculated as follows [21]:

PPV(t) = APV × ηPV × GR(t). (5)

In Equation (5), PPV(t) represents the power generated by the PV at time ‘t’. The area of PV array
is represented by APV , where ηPV represents the efficiency of PV and GR(t) represents the intensity of
global radiations at time ‘t’.

3.1.3. Modeling of the MT

The MT is a DG, which constantly generates power. The power generation of the MT at time ‘t’
PMT(t) depends on the fuel cost, which can be calculated using Equation (6) [21].

F(PMT(t)) = aP2
MT(t) + bPMT(t) + c (6)

3.1.4. Modeling of the FC

Due to the fact that RESs produce energy from natural sources, the nature of such generation
units is intermittent. FC technology overcomes this limitation of RES by generating energy through
oxygen and hydrogen. The power generated by FC PFC can be calculated using Equation (7) [26]:

PFC = VFC × IFC (7)

Here, VFC and IFC denote the voltage and current generated by the FC, respectively.
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3.1.5. Modeling of ESS

When the energy generated by the DGs exceeds the load demand, it is reserved in the ESS.
The stored energy is used during times, when energy generation is insufficient to meet the load
demand. The maximum charge and discharge rates of the ESS are defined as Bch

max = PCSmax
s and

Bdis
max = PDSmax

s . However, the reserved energy is represented as follows [21]:

1. If the ESS is charging, then aggregated capacity Ss at time ‘t’:

Ss(t + 1) = Ss(t)− ηCP(t)4 t (8)

where P(t) is the output power of ESS at time ‘t’. ηC denotes the charging efficiency of the ESS.
2. If the ESS is discharging, then the aggregated capacity at time ‘t’ is calculated as:

Ss(t + 1) = Ss(t)−
P(t)4 t

ηD
(9)

ηD represents the discharging efficiency of the ESS.

The minimum and maximum limits of distributed generation resources are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Parameters of installed generation sources.

Sources Pmin (kWh) Pmax (kWh) Start Up/Shut Down Cost (Cents/kWh)

MT 10 30 10.7
FC 5 30 13.8
PV 0 20 0

WT1 0 20 0
WT2 0 20 0
ESS −15 15 0

3.2. Microgrid Modes

The viable operating modes of the microgrid are islanded/isolated mode and grid-connected
mode [27].

3.2.1. Grid-Connected Mode

In a grid-connected mode, the microgrid works in connection with the utility grid. This mode
provides support to continuously exchange power between the microgrid and the utility, either it is
insufficient or surplus power. The point which enables the connection between microgrid and utility
grid is called the PCC.

3.2.2. Island Mode

In islanded mode, the microgrid works independent of the main grid and the control of microgrid
becomes more intricate. Generally, the microgrid works in this mode when a fault occurs in the main
grid or when maintenance is required on the grid side. It is also suitable for the regions, which are not
connected to a centralized power supply due to their geographical position. Nevertheless, to avoid
fluctuation in power generation; a reliable source is needed, which assures continuous power supply
to fulfill the load demand.

3.3. DSM Strategy for Residential Area

As discussed earlier, ten homes are considered in a residential area. The load demand of each
user premises depends on several factors such as type of household, living habits and electrical
appliances. We have categorized appliances of each home into two types: fixed appliances ( fa) and
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shiftable appliances (sa). The length of operation time (LOT) of fixed appliances cannot be altered.
The state of an appliance fa$ is represented by 1 or 0. ς fa represents the power rating of fixed appliances.
The parameters of fixed appliances are given in Table 3. Equation (10) shows the total energy consumed
by the fixed appliances E f in a day [20].

E f =
T

∑
t=1

( ∑
faεF

fa$ · ς fa(t)) (10)

However, the LOT of shiftable appliances can be shifted to any time without changing their load
profile. The states of shiftable appliances sa$ are represented by 1 and 0. The consumer decides the
starting and ending time ‘t’, where tε[tα, tβ]. ςsa represents the power rating of shiftable appliances.
The parameters of shiftable appliances are given in Table 3. Equation (11) shows the total energy
consumed by shiftable appliances in a day [20].

Es =
T

∑
t=1

(∑
saεS

sa$ · ςsa(t)) (11)

All the system components and their respective information given in this section are very essential
to achieve the desired objectives.

Table 3. Parameters of appliances.

Shiftable Appliance tα tβ sa$ (kWh) Fixed Appliances fa$ (kWh)

Washing Machine 3 9 0.5 Fridge 0.4
Cloth Dryer 4 10 4 Light 0.1
Dish Washer 6 23 1.5 Kettle 3

EV 1 24 3 Toaster 1.8
Air Conditioner 1 9 1.8 Television 0.15

Lawn Mower 5 10 1.4
Vacuum Cleaner 7 12 0.7
Microwave Oven 16 22 1.7

4. The Binary Bat Algorithm

The heuristic algorithm bat has been influenced by the echolocation nature of the bats.
The capability of echolocation enables the bat to find their prey even in the darkness [24]. Each bat in
the search space is encoded with a velocity vt and location xt at the th iteration. The location of the bats
can be considered to be a solution vector to an identified problem, where the current best solution is
achieved during each iterative of the search process. The original bat algorithm was coined to solve
the problems, which are continuous in nature. However, there was not a possible way to directly
apply it to binary problems. To make it applicable to binary problems, the authors in [28] introduce a
transfer function (TF) which maps the velocity values to the probability value and in turn, it updates
the locations. The TF permits bats to move in a binary search space.

In the BBA, a bat updates its velocity, position and frequency vector in each iteration as follows:

Vi(t + 1) = Vi(t) + (Xi − Gbest)Fi (12)

Xi(t + 1) = Xi(t) + Vi(t + 1) (13)

Fi = Fmin + (Fmax − Fmin)β (14)
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In Equation (12), Gbest represents the optimal solution obtained, and Fi represents the frequency
of the ith bat which is updated in every iteration. To convert the process of search in a continuous
search space to a binary search space; a TF is used, which is given below.

V(vk
i (t)) =|

2
π

arctan(
π

2
Vk

i (t)) | (15)

xk
i (t + 1) =

{
(xk

i (t))
−1 I f rand < V(vk

i (t + 1))
xk

i (t) I f rand ≥ V(vk
i (t + 1))

(16)

In Equation (15), vk
i (t) represents the velocity of the ith bat at tth iteration in the dth dimension,

where xk
i (t) represents the position of the bat at tth iteration in the dth dimension and (xk

i (t))
−1

indicates the compliment of xk
i (t). The TF permits the bats to move in a binary search space.

4.1. The iBBat Algorithm

The classical bat algorithm has been successfully used for many optimization problems such as
continuous optimization in engineering designs, scheduling, classification, clustering and data mining.
This algorithm is very flexible and easy to implement. It converges very quickly in a very initial stage
by switching from exploration to the exploitation stage, and then the convergence rate slows down.
It may also lead to lack of accuracy of solutions because it switches very quickly from exploration to
the exploitation stage. To avoid the rapid convergence in computations, we introduce the self-adaptive
and repulsive factor, which improves the behavior of each bat globally. This factor will help the bats
to increase the possibility of accuracy of solutions in high dimensions, which leads to the overall
efficiency of the algorithm.

In the iBBat, we introduce a self-adaptive and repulsive factor to improve the global search
potential of BBat algorithm. This element helps the bats to fly over the parts of the search space, where
they can find profitable information. To enlarge the neglected search space, the authors in [21] have
introduced an interference factor ’δ’ in Equation (17).

δ =

{
1, I f rand ≤ p
−1, else

(17)

Calculating the δ, initially we consider the value of p = 0.6. If the value of p is greater than the
rand, a reverse search will be performed as given in Equation (17), where the value of p lies in the
range [0.1,0.9]. The value of δ is recorded, and the value of p (based on δ) is adjusted according to the
value of the fitness function in each iteration. In iBBat, the flying space of bats is enlarged by including
the δ in the flying behavior of bats. Hence, Equation (13) becomes:

Xi(t + 1) = Xi(t) ∗ δ + Vi(t + 1) (18)

The TF is used correspondingly as done in the BBat. The searching procedure of self-adaptive
and repulsive factor is given in Algorithm 1. Meanwhile, the proposed algorithm is described in
Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 1 Searching procedure of δ

1: If Min.Fitness(xk
i ) comes from δ = 1 .

2: p=p+0.1.
3: If p ≥ pmax then p = pmax and ip=ip+1.
4: else ip=0.
5: If ip = ipmax then p=0.6 and ip=0.
6: If Min.Fitness(xk

i ) comes from δ = −1 .
7: p=p-0.1.
8: If p ≥ pmax then p = pmin and ip=ip+1.
9: else ip=0.

10: If ip = ipmax then p=0.6 and ip=0.
11: end

Algorithm 2 The pseudocode of iBBA

1: Initialize the bat population xi .
2: Initialize the pulse frequency Fi.
3: Define the loudness Ai and pulse rate ri.
4: While (t<max. iterations)
5: Update frequency and velocities.
6: Update position using Equation (18).
7: Calculate TF using Equation (15).
8: Update position using Equation (16).
9: If (rand)> ri).

10: Select Gbest.
11: Change a few dimensions of position vector with a few dimensions of Gbest.
12: endif
13: Generate a new solution by flying randomly.
14: If(rand < Ai & f (xi) <Gbest) )
15: Accept the new solution.
16: Increase ri and reduce Ai
17: end if
18: Rank the bats and find the current Gbest.
19: end

5. Results and Discussions

To validate the results of proposed strategy, we have performed simulations in MATLAB.
As discussed earlier that in this work, we have considered 10 smart homes. Every home is equipped
with shiftable and fixed appliances. Each consumer can alter their energy usage in compliance to
the electricity rate at time ‘t’. On the other hand, the microgrid is composed of WTs, a FC, MT, a PV
and an ESS as given in Figure 1. The performance of the proposed strategy has been evaluated in
grid-connected and islanded modes of microgrid. Moreover, we have considered a time period of 24 h
in this work. The data of PV and WT is acquired from [14,29], respectively and their forecasted output
power is given in Tables 4 and 5. The price of the open market is taken from [14].

Table 4. Power generated by PV in kWh.

Time (hours) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
PPV 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.6 2 8 10
Time (hours) 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
PPV 11 8 8 5 1 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Table 5. Power generated by WT in kWh.

Time (hours) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
PWT 16.01 16.1 16.2 16.2 17.9 16.2 14.7 14.6 14.7 13.2 11.7 10.2
Time (hours) 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
PWT 11.7 10.2 14.8 16 16.2 19 18 19 19 19.2 20 19.2

The load demand of each hour of a residential area has been shown in Figure 2. We have used
the BFPA, BBat and our proposed technique iBBat to optimally schedule the consumption pattern
of a user. As shown in Figure 2, the time duration from 9 a.m.–5 p.m. is considered to be high peak
hours because of the high energy consumption. Due to high load demand in these hours, the electricity
price is also high. Hence, the high peak hour load is shifted towards the low peak hours, because the
electricity cost at these hours is considerably low as compared to the rest of the time slots. Employing
this strategy, the power consumption peak is significantly shaved, which consequently results in a
uniformly distributed load curve during the day. Moreover, the figure clearly shows that iBBat has
reduced the peaks as compared to BFPA and BBat which helps to reduce PAR which the utility favours.
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Figure 2. Energy consumption patterns of a residential area.

Consequently, the DERs of the microgrid are scheduled by the microgrid scheduler using the
techniques that have been used to obtain the optimized consumption patterns of appliances at a home.
Figure 3a shows the results in the grid-connected mode. To minimize the operating cost, we have
acquired the ON/OFF states of the DERs through scheduling in the grid-connected mode. In this mode,
the microgrid scheduler gives high priority to generate energy from RESs because of their eco-friendly
nature and low cost of bids. The microgrid scheduler checks if the consumer’s load demand is less at a
particular time ’t’ than the microgrid generated power, then the surplus power is used to charge the
ESS considering its constraints given in Equations (8) and (9). The charging/discharging states of the
ESS are shown in Figure 3b. In this figure, the charging states of ESS are represented by the positive
values, while the negative values represent the discharging states of the ESS to meet the consumers’
demand. Otherwise, the surplus power is sold to the main grid. However, in cases when the consumer
demand is more than the power generated by the microgrid, then ESS stored power is used to fulfill
the load demand at that specific time slot. Still, if the discharge rate of the ESS is less than the required
power, then the remaining load demand is satisfied through buying power from the main grid. Table 6
shows bids of DERs considered in this research work [14]. These bids represent the cost at which MT,
PV, FC, WTs and ESS generate power on the hourly bases.
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Figure 3. Grid-connected modes: (a) Power generated by DGs, (b) Charge/Discharge state of ESS.
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Table 6. Bids of DG sources (Cents/kWh).

Hour MT FC PV WT1 WT2 ESS

1 8.23 12.77 0 2.1 2.1 11.92
2 8.23 12.77 0 1.7 1.7 11.92
3 8.31 12.85 0 1.25 1.25 12.69
4 8.31 12.9 0 1.1 1.1 13.46
5 8.38 12.85 0 5.1 5.1 14.23
6 8.38 12.92 0 8.5 8.5 15.0
7 8.46 12.92 0 9.1 9.1 15.77
8 8.54 13.0 6.46 11 11 16.08
9 8.62 13.08 6.54 14 14 16.62
10 8.62 13.15 6.62 14.3 14.3 16.77
11 8.92 13.23 6.69 15.0 15.0 17.31
12 9.0 13.15 6.77 15.5 15.5 17.69
13 8.85 13.08 6.62 13.7 13.7 16.92
14 8.85 13.08 6.54 13.5 13.5 16.0
15 8.85 13.08 6.46 13.2 13.2 15.38
16 9.0 13.15 6.38 11.4 11.4 15.0
17 9.08 13.31 6.38 11.0 11.0 15.23
18 9.15 13.31 6.62 9.25 9.25 15.0
19 9.08 13.38 0 9.1 9.1 14.62
20 8.85 13.31 0 8.3 8.3 14.62
21 8.62 13.15 0 3.3 3.3 14.31
22 8.46 13.08 0 2.5 2.5 13.85
23 8.38 13.0 0 2.1 2.1 13.46
24 8.31 12.85 0 1.7 1.7 12.69

The power exchange between the microgrid and the utility is shown in the Figure 4a–c.
Positive stems in these figures illustrate the amount of power bought from the utility grid. The DSM
strategy implemented in this research has affected the power exchange. Since the DSM enables
consumers to shift their load to low peak hours, less energy is bought from the utility grid in high peak
hours. Hence, during low peak hours, the energy bought from the main grid is more as compared to
the energy bought from the main grid during high peak hours. Thus, the price of electricity is low in
these hours which helps to reduce the overall operating cost. Another observation is that using iBBat
the power is bought in only one hour from the utility grid, while in rest of the hours; either the power
generated by the DGs is enough or the surplus power is sold back to the utility. At each time slot, the
microgrid sells the surplus power at the cost of bids generated by the utility. Hence, the operating cost
of the microgrid is further reduced.
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Figure 4. Two modes: power exchange between utility and microgrid using (a) BFPA (b) BBat (c) iBBat.

When a microgrid operates in the islanded mode, it focuses on both the economic criteria by
providing a stable power supply to the residents. As discussed earlier, the microgrid energy is
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generated in response to the consumers’ demand. Since, the grid does not communicate to the
microgrid in this mode, hence, a dedicated energy resource is required to assure power supply.
Because of the irregular nature of RES, the MT and FC are more prioritized to provide a reliable power
supply. It defines constraints both to work with their maximum capacities to ensure a continuous
power supply. The microgrid scheduler acquires the ON/OFF state of DG sources in such a way to
minimize the operating cost. The rest of the DERs are turned on by the scheduler depending on the
load in that specific time interval. Figure 5a demonstrates the cumulative behavior of the microgrid
resources in the islanded mode to balance the demand and the supply. It is worth mentioning that if the
demand of the consumer at any time ’t’ is greater than the supply, then the remaining load is curtailed.
To overcome this limitation in this mode, we have enlarged the capacity and charge/discharge rates of
the ESS to ensure the power supply, which is enough in the absence of utility grid and to minimize the
rate of load shedding.
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Figure 5. Two islanded modes: (a) power generated by DGs. (b) charge/discharge state of ESS.

Figure 6a,b represents the overall operating cost of microgrid in the aforementioned modes. It is
clear from the Figure 6a that BBat has reduced the operating cost of DG sources in the grid-connected
mode involving the cost of power exchange between microgrid and utility grid as compared to BFPA,
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where the iBBat has significantly reduced the operating cost as compared to BFPA and BBat. Figure 6b
illustrates the operating cost of microgrid in the islanded mode. It is clear from the results that iBBat
has significantly reduced the operating cost of microgrid as compared to BFPA and BBat. The results
given in Figure 7 represent the PAR of utility. It shows that there is a trade-off in the PAR and operating
cost using BFPA. Because when cost is increased, then PAR is also increased. However, the iBBat has
reduced the PAR as compared to the PAR reduced by BFPA and BBat.
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Figure 6. Two modes: operating cost in the (a) grid-connected mode (b) islanded mode.
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6. Conclusions

In this research work, we have proposed an improved swarm intelligent optimization algorithm
to enhance the operations of microgrid for improving the economy and the environmental energy
efficiency. The proposed algorithm is of great significance to balance consumers’ demands and energy
supply. In this regard, we have considered a residential area in this work and scheduled the load
demand of each smart home. At each smart home, DSM strategy is implemented which helps to
shave the overall peak of power consumption. For this purpose, an optimization technique, iBBat is
introduced in this research work. To achieve our objectives, the DERs of a microgrid use the same
optimization technique for scheduling. Moreover, the use of power from main grid is also reduced by
the integration of the microgrid in our work, which consequently helps to reduce the PAR. Furthermore,
the operating cost of microgrid is calculated in both of the considered modes of microgrid. The results
show a significant reduction in the operating cost and PAR using iBBat as compared to the operating
cost and PAR using BFPA and BBat algorithm. The operating cost in the grid-connected mode has been
reduced to 25% and 23% using iBBat as compared to the operating cost generated using BFPA and
BBat, respectively. However, in the islanded mode, the operating cost using iBBat has been reduced
to 31% and 20% as compared to the operating cost calculated using BFPA and BBat, respectively.
In future, we will improve the performance of our system by considering the parameters of user
comfort and its effects on the electricity prices. Moreover, we have planned to incorporate the concept
of coordination among multiple microgrids to further optimize the grid system and to reduce the
greenhouse gas emission.
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Nomenclature

Variables
PWT Mechanical power extracted from the wind [kW]
ρ Density of air [kg/m3]
AWT Area covered by the WT
Cp Co-efficient of WT
λ Tip speed ratio of WT
θ Pitch angle of WT’s blades
PPV(t) Power generated by PV at time ‘t’
APV PV array area [w/m2]
ηPV PV efficiency
GR(t) Intensity of global radiation at time ‘t’
PMT(t) Power generation of MT at time ‘t’
PFC(t) Power generation of FC at time ‘t’
IFC Current generated by FC
VFC Voltage of FC
PC Maximum portion of capacity added to storage at time ‘t’
4t Scheduling interval
Ss Aggregate capacity of storage
ηC Charging efficiency
ηD Discharging efficiency
Whourly Hourly discharge energy of ESS
Pmin Minimum power of DG sources
Pmax Maximum power of DG sources
fa Fixed appliance
fa$, sa$ Power rating of fixed and shiftable appliances
E f Energy consumption of fixed appliances
ς fa The ON/OFF status of fixed appliances
sa Shiftable appliance

Power rating of shiftable appliances
Es Energy consumption of shiftable appliances
ςsa The ON/OFF status of shiftable appliances
tα, tβ Starting and ending time of shiftable appliances
LD Load demand of consumer
λth Load threshold
NG No. of generators
Pgen,i(t) Power generation of ith DG at time ‘t’
NES No. of storage device
Pst,j Power storage of jth device
Pu(t) Power bought/sold from/to utility at time ‘t’
Bgen,i(t) Bids of ith DG
Mc,i Maintenance cost of ith DG
svi State vector demonstrating ON/OFF state of DGs
Sgen,i Startup/Shutdown cost of ith generator
Bu(t) Bid of utility at time ‘t’
Bst,j(t) Bid of storage device at time ‘t’
Pmin

gen,i Minimum power generation of ith DG

Pmax
gen,i Maximum power generation of ith DG

Pex Power exchange between microgrid and utility
Pmin

ex Exchange of power between microgrid and main grid
Pmax

ex Maximum exchange of power between microgrid and main grid
vi Particle velocity
xij Position of particle
Pbest Personal best position found by the particle
Pg Best position of particle among the entire population.
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Acronyms Full Form
ABC Artificial bee colony
BBat binary bat
BFPA Binary flower pollination algorithm
DER Distributed energy resource
DG Distributed generators
DSM Demand side management
EMS Energy management system
ESS Energy storage systems
EV Electric vehicle
FC Fuel cell
FPA Flower pollination algorithm
IABC Improved artificial bee colony
iBBat Improved binary bat
MILP Mixed integer linear programming
MT Micro turbine
N-RESs Non-renewable energy sources
PAR Peak-to-average ratio
PCC Point of common coupling
PV Photovoltaic
RESs Renewable energy sources
WT Wind turbine
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